
Welcome
to the July edition of 
our Employment Law 
Briefing

Hello again from Clarke 
Willmott LLP’s Employment 
& HR team. Welcome 
to another edition of 
Employment Matters. 

For further information on any of the topics 
in this month’s Employment Matters, please 
contact a member of the Employment & HR 
team. 

As ever, we welcome your feedback and 
if you would like to see a particular area or 
topic featured in future issues, please let us 
know by emailing  
bex.sinclair@clarkewillmott.com. 

Kevin Jones 
Head of Employment & HR
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To maintain confidentiality within the workforce, 
employers have to trust their staff that they will 
not disclose the information outside, but they 
also have to protect its own interests by putting 
measures in force particularly when the employee 
leaves the business. Case law over the years 
has defined the type of information that can 
and cannot be protected in law: trade secrets, 
confidential information, information that amounts 
to skill and knowledge of the employee and 
public information. Trade secrets and confidential 
information can be protected in law, but 
information that amounts to skill and knowledge, 
or public information cannot be restricted.

Throughout an individual’s employment there 
are “implied duties” - one of which is that the 
employee should act with fidelity and good faith. 

The employee should “not place himself in a 
position where his duty and his interest may 
conflict” and covers confidentiality breaches. 
Despite this, employers should also consider 
drafting an express clause into the employment 
contract to ensure that there is no dispute that 
employees were not made aware that work 
related matters should remain confidential.

If an employee discloses confidential information, 
then this could amount to gross misconduct. 
These implied and express duties even survive 
termination of employment and protections will be 
enhanced alongside the use of post-termination 
restrictive covenants.

Four practical steps to protect confidential 
information

•  Mark sensitive documents/information as 
“confidential” and circulating the information 
to a limited number of employees;

•  Include deliberate typos and platform 
customer names in confidential employer/
client/supplier databases – evidencing 
this was the copy misappropriated by an 
employee if there is ever a dispute;

•  Restrict access to highly sensitive 
confidential information, impressing upon 
the recipients any unauthorised disclosure 
would be considered gross misconduct; 
and

•  Include effective confidentiality provisions 
and comprehensive employment 
agreements in place.

Protecting Confidential Information
Businesses will want to make sure that they protect 
their confidential information as far as possible. Clearly 
this could be used by a competitor to gain an unfair 
advantage. 
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Mr Carreras was employed by UFPR, an independent brokerage and 
research firm, as an analyst. He was good at his job and, before suffering 
severe injuries in a road traffic accident, he worked long hours. Mr 
Carreras’ continuing symptoms, including dizziness, fatigue 
and headaches, and difficulties concentrating and 
focusing, amounting to a disability. It meant that he 
found it difficult to work in the evenings. After an 
initial period of working fewer hours on his return 
to work, Mr Carreras began to request late 
working. That progressed to requests being 
made of him and then to an assumption that 
he would work one or two late nights during 
the week. UFPR would ask him which 
nights he would be working late rather 
than asking whether he was prepared to 
work any at all. On 14 February 2014, Mr 
Carreras e-mailed UFPR, formally objecting 
to working late in the evenings because 
of his tiredness. Later that day there was a 
heated exchange between him and one of the 
owners of the business, during which he was 
told that if he did not like it he could leave. Mr 
Carreras resigned. He brought claims of disability 
discrimination (on the basis of a failure to make 
reasonable adjustments) and constructive dismissal.

In relation to the claim his employer had failed to comply with 
their duty to make reasonable adjustments, Mr Carreras relied on a 
“PCP” of being required to work late. UFPR argued that working late had 
been voluntary for Mr Carreras after his accident and that he had only been 
requested, not required, to do so. An employment tribunal dismissed Mr 
Carreras’ reasonable adjustments claim, finding that an expectation or 
assumption that he would work late was not the PCP he had presented in 
his tribunal claim form. There was no ‘requirement’ that he work late, which 
was how he had put his case. Mr Carreras appealed to the EAT.

The EAT found in favour of Mr Carreras and upheld his appeal. It said 
that the protective nature of the discrimination legislation meant that a 

liberal, rather than an overly technical or narrow, approach  
should be followed when it comes to identifying a PCP. 

While ‘requirement’ might be taken to imply some 
element of necessity, an expectation or assumption 

placed upon an employee could be sufficient 
to be determined a PCP. The employment 

tribunal had found that UFPR’s position had 
progressed from making open requests for 
Mr Carreras to work late to assuming that 
he would work late on one or two evenings 
each week. It became an expectation with 
UFPR asking when, not if, he would be 
working later hours. Characterising that 
expectation as a ‘requirement’ was logical. 
In light of the EAT’s decision, the matter 
will now return to the employment tribunal 

to decide the outcome of the case. 

Comment

This judgment provides a helpful clarification 
of the scope of the phrase “provision, criterion 

or practice” in the Equality Act 2010. It confirms 
that it should be widely construed and an overly 

technical or narrow approach to interpretation should not 
be taken by tribunals. This has widened the interpretation of a 

‘provision, criterion or practice’ and therefore it is likely that fewer claims 
will be dismissed on this basis. Employers must be careful to ensure that 
there is no evidence of placing an expectation on disabled employees to 
work additional hours, and that the duty to make reasonable adjustments is 
honoured where this is triggered. 

Expectation or assumption of working late may amount to 
discriminatory “provision, criterion or practice”
In Carreras v United First Partners Research the Employment Appeal Tribunal 
(“EAT”) has ruled that an expectation or assumption that a disabled employee 
would work late constituted a provision, criterion or practice (“PCP”) triggering the 
duty to make reasonable adjustments. 

Work dress code – enforceability and considerations
You may have seen reports in the press recently about the lady from PwC 
that was sent home after reportedly refusing to wear high heels. She 
subsequently started a petition seeking to prevent women from having 
to wear high heels at work. The question was: could the company legally 
enforce that dress code rule?

It is open to an employer to enforce reasonable dress codes; however 
care must be taken where an individual has a disability, where reasonable 
adjustments may need to be made.

The Attorney General has issued their opinion in a recent case (Achbita 
and anor v G4S Secure Solutions NV) which will be heard in the European 
Court of Justice. Their opinion is that a company could ban headscarves 
from being worn at work, provided that it was a “genuine and determining 
occupational requirement”. The facts of the case were that G4S Secure 
Solutions had a general ban that no religious clothing should be worn. 
Achbita had attended work wearing a headscarf and upon her dismissal, 
she presented a claim for wrongful dismissal and discrimination on the 
grounds of religion or belief. The Court in Belgium held there was no 
discrimination, and on appeal the Advocate General agreed. She held that 
because of the wide range of customers that G4S dealt with, the company’s 
policy was to be completely neutral and therefore there was a legitimate aim. 

As a result it was determined there was no direct/indirect discrimination. 
Usefully, the case set out some factors that should be considered: the size 
and conspicuousness of the religious symbol, the nature of the employee’s 
activity, the context in which she has to perform that activity and the national 
identity of the Member State concerned.

Each case will turn on the specific facts, and in contradiction, the case of 
Bougnaoui v Micropole held that on the applicable facts it was unlawful to 
ban an employee to wear an Islamic headscarf.

Given the conflicting nature of these cases, the ECJ decision will be eagerly 
awaited to confirm the leading authority.
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An employment life cycle always starts with recruiting a new member of staff. There 
are often significant pressures on the business to find the ‘ideal’ candidate. With 
that in mind, we have put together factors to consider throughout the recruitment 
process to best protect your business. 
Ready to recruit?

The first thing that needs to be considered when recruiting is whether it 
is a replacement job or an entirely new vacancy. If it is a replacement job, 
you need to ensure that no-one was made redundant from the role in the 
first place (and confirm the timeframe since that dismissal if any). The next 
step would be to consider whether the role could be filled by an internal 
candidate, appointment by way of promotion, or whether an external 
candidate would be more suitable and appropriate in all the circumstances.

Internal v External

Internal promotions can be a positive way to boost staff morale. It gives 
employees a chance to progress in their career either by way of promotion 
or job transfer, and you already know how that staff member performs in 
the workplace. You may of course have to recruit another person to fill the 
previous role of the newly transferred employee. You must also remember 
to inform any of those people on maternity/paternity, or sick leave on the 
opportunity that has arisen.

You can reach a bigger pool of candidates when recruiting externally, but 
you have to be careful not to unduly upset any internal staff as this could 
impact on staff morale/aspirations. 

Preparation

When preparing to advertise the role, you must consider the job description 
of the role that you are recruiting for, and the person specification to ensure 
that the right candidate matches the team. Within the job description 
you should include various factors such as the job title, the team they 
will work in, who they will report to, who will report to them, the purpose 
of their job, their key responsibilities and the flexibility of the role. The 
person specification should contain the appropriate qualifications required, 
knowledge, skills, experience and personal attributes. 

When you are drafting the job description, the person specification and the 
job advertisement, you should be very careful not to unwittingly discriminate 
against certain candidates. Comments/criteria such as “fireman”, “young 
and motivated” or “slim, brunette woman required” are prohibited. Mistakes 
like this can be costly for the business (and sometimes individuals) if a 
potential candidate brings a successful claim for discrimination.

Who to choose?

Trawling through the list of CV’s can be tiresome but make sure that when 
you are looking for a candidate that you choose one objectively based 
on their merits and skillset.  When you have made a decision whether 
a candidate is/or is not going to be selected for interview, you should 
write down a note why you did not select that particular candidate. This 
could protect you against any potential discrimination claims later on 
down the line, evidencing your decision was unrelated to any ‘protected 
characteristic’.

Interviews

Once you have your shortlist of candidates that you would like to meet for 
interview, ensure that you prepare a list of interview questions formatting the 
structure and objective measurement of all candidates. Each candidate’s 
questions should be slightly different from each other covering details in their 
CV. Ensure that you cover any gaps in their employment history (without 
discriminating in any way) and ask them questions about their previous 
roles. Try to gage their personalities to find out whether or not they will fit 
into the team, and avoid asking any irrelevant questions. 

Do

•  Be objective;

•  Be fair; and

•  Write notes and keep records of your decision making process.

Don’t

•  Ask about protected characteristics;

•  Write anything down that could be interpreted as indicating 
discrimination; or

•  Mislead the candidate.

Remember your interview notes are potentially disclosable, even to an 
applicant who is not an employee of your company.

Making an offer, and informing unsuccessful candidates

When you are informing unsuccessful candidates, ensure that you are 
receptive to any concerns/questions and include objective feedback. Ensure 
any offer letter is subject to the employee proving their right to work in the 
UK, and satisfactory references. If the letter doesn’t contain the contract of 
employment it should be referred to making it clear that the offer is subject 
to the employee signing the contact.

Right to work

Make certain that the new recruit is entitled to work in the UK, regardless of 
their race, colour or name. If an employee does not have permission to work 
in the UK, an employer could be fined up to £20,000 per illegal employee. 
There is more information available on how to check if an employee has the 
right to work in the UK at this link.

New starter

As well as complying with the right to work checks, you will need to provide 
the new employee with an induction and health and safety training. You 
will also need to show them how to access the staff handbook and all the 
policies that are in place for your business. Give the new employee some 
‘on the job’ training and make sure that you keep a record of all the training 
that a new employee has attended, this could be relevant in the future.

mailto:https://www.gov.uk/check-job-applicant-right-to-work?subject=
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Come and join our newly created “HR Bristol” Networking Group on LinkedIn. This dedicated LinkedIn group will provide 
you with news, updates and information on HR issues and employment law. We have already established a great 
networking group, so why not join us?

Click here to find out more >>

HR Guardian: Employment Law insurance that protects your business  
- click to find out more >>

Your HR: Your business, your people, your choice of HR support  
- click to find out more >>

Your People: The complete HR solution  
- click to find out more >> 

Cloud Computing Policy – Is your head in the cloud?

However, this will hopefully be supported by a Bring Your Own Device to 
Work (BYOD) policy and a Social Media Policy. In the mix you can also have 
a Homeworking Policy for those who have employees who work off site 
and a Data Protection Policy can be helpful. With the advances in modern 
technology, have you checked that your policies up to date and do they 
cover use of the cloud?

Cloud computing services are essentially application and infrastructure 
resources that users can access via the Internet. These services are 
owned, controlled and run by an external provider and you access these as 
“services”. For example, in everyday use, you may use these platforms with 
Apple, Google, Microsoft, Dropbox and Amazon as a customer. 

Many businesses now see the fantastic benefits of cloud computing given 
the flexibility it can offer - from increased storage and data handling capacity 
to reduced in-house IT costs. At the same time, the risks can be great, 
given the control you sacrifice to the service provider. You are also at risk of 
service reliability and stability issues, for example, a sudden loss of service 
or loss of data without notification.  There is also increased risk over the 
security, data confidentiality and location of the data. 

Studies show that employees have admitted to uploading sensitive 
company information to file sharing or personal cloud storage apps, and 
have also used personal email and cloud storage apps to access data 
from their jobs. This access could continue after an employee has left your 
business, therefore bypassing your IT infrastructure and safeguards.

My top tips for you are therefore:

•  check your policies are up to date -  this means they cover cloud 
usage, restrictions on using services outside your own infrastructure to 
include higher risk activities, like accessing your systems remotely;

•  ensure that your employees are fully aware of these policies and they 
form a part of your inductions and ongoing training;

•  ensure you have considered what safeguards you put in place to 
ensure that cloud computing service use meets with your:

•  data protection requirements;

•  client/customer confidentiality;

•  business continuity; and 

•  other regulatory and professional conduct obligations (if these apply);

•  consider whether you need a separate cloud computing policy, if the 
needs of your business dictate. 

For advice and guidance on cloud computing policies please contact Paula 
Squire, Senior Associate in the Employment and HR Team, Clarke Willmott 
LLP: paula.squire@clarkewillmott.com / 0345 209 1200.

Most employers will have a solid IT and communications system policy. If you have 
no other IT policies, then make sure this is a good one. 
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